SHOWER HOOKS

1. Drilling Holes
Drill a \( \frac{3}{8} \)" hole into your Onyx Shower Panel using a regular "high-speed" drill bit. (If the shower wall is tiled, use a drill bit that is made for drilling tile) Make sure the "Locator Pin" on the back of the Shower Hook fits smoothly into the hole. Note: wood backing is not required.

If the hole is tight, widen the hole slightly by running the drill bit in and out several times until the pin fits in smoothly.

2. Attaching the Shower Hook
Put a small amount of Onyx Adhesive on the back side of the Shower Hook (about \( \frac{1}{8} \)" thick coat), leaving a margin of about \( \frac{1}{4} \)" all the way around so the Adhesive does not extend all the way out to the edge.

Insert the Locator Pin into the \( \frac{3}{8} \)" hole and press the Hook firmly against the wall until the Adhesive just starts to show at the edges. If silicone is pressed out, remove excess silicone.

Leave about and \( \frac{1}{8} \)" gap around the edge and the silicone so that it doesn't squeeze out when the shelf is pressed against the wall.
To help clean up any excess silicone, have a bottle of rubbing alcohol and a roll of paper towels available.

3. Securing & Sealing
After the grab bar is in place, it may be necessary to secure with masking tape until the adhesive silicone starts to cure (usually 15 minutes to an hour). Remove the tape and apply the Color Matched Seamfill to the edges of the brackets.

To smooth out a seamfill bead with your finger, dampen a paper towel with rubbing alcohol and then dampen your finger. Next, run your finger along the bead of seamfill, wiping any excess silicone onto the paper towel. The rubbing alcohol will keep the silicone from smearing.